Ext. AT the party - night
Kyle and Tyler, two high school age guys, stand next to their car at the site of an outdoor keg party.  They are staring off at the crowd gathered around a bonfire in a clearing thirty yards ahead of them. 
Kyle
You're sure you want to do this again?
Tyler
Casey said it would be cool.
KYLE
Have you completely forgotten about the last party we went to.  That blue shit they covered us in still hasn't worn off my ass.
TYLER
This will be different.  That was all dickhead jocks.
As Kyle and Tyler are speaking two older guys wearing wife-beaters and covered in tattoos come from the crowd and stumble toward them.  One of the guys, carrying four beers dangling from the ringer of a six pack bumps into Tyler.
Tattooed Jason
Fuck!
Both Kyle and Tyler wince in fear.
Then the tattooed guy smiles and hands Tyler the beers.  He smacks Tyler on the shoulder and walks off.
Kyle
So you think we're going to do better with the satanist?
Tyler holds up the beers.
Tyler
All signs point to yes.
Kyle shakes his head uncertainly, and then the pair step forward toward the crowd.
Int. At the Fire - night
Around the fire is a small, but wild party.  As the camera PANS the crowd we see a strange collection of rockers, goths, bikers, potheads, and sluts.  
We PAN around in a full circle until we end on Kyle and Tyler standing just at the edge of the crowd.
Kyle
We're going to die tonight.
Tyler
(Not hearing over the load music)
What.
KYLE
I said...
Tyler takes a drink of a beer, and walks off before Kyle can finish.
Kyle shakes his head again.
In Tyler's POV we move through the party.  Going deeper toward the bonfire, and passing a variety of drunks as we do.  
Int. At the Picnic table - night
We continue through the party in Tyler's POV until we reach an area where a group of guys are gathered around a girl dancing on a table.  We cannot really see her through the crowd.
We see Kyle squeezing between rough party guest, and catching up to Tyler.  He grabs Tyler's shoulder and spins him away from the dancer.
KYLE
What the fuck man...don't leave me like that.
Tyler gives a big smile and points over his shoulder at the girl on the table.
KYLE
Is she stripping?
Tyler
That's what I was trying to see when chicken little attacked me from behind.
Tyler and Kyle turn back to the dancer, and duck through the crowd for a better view.  They fight through until they are up next to the table.  They find themselves looking up at the sexiest and most beautiful girl they have ever seen.
As the girl continues to dance she ravenously flirts with all the men around the table.  As the song ends, several of them reach up to help her down, but instead she climbs off the table and on to Tyler.  Tyler is shocked as the beautiful girl wraps her arms around him and gives him a kiss.
KYLE
You gotta fucking be kidding me.
We move in close on their kiss, and then the girl whispers into Tyler's ear.
SOPHIE
It's only fun with someone whose not expecting it.
SOPHIE takes the beer from Tyler's hand and takes a drink.  Holding his hand she leads him to a bench near the fire.  Tyler looks back over his shoulder at Kyle as he is led away.
KYLE
Sure.  I'll just stand here while you make it with her...don't even think about me...I'm completely cool with it.  Fuckhead.
Int. On the bench - night
Tyler and SOPHIE sit close to each other on the bench sipping from their beer cans.  
Tyler
So What's your name?
Sophie
Sophie Ruth Ann, but just call me Sophie.
Sophie makes a dramatic gesture of reaching out are hand to be kissed.  Tyler shakes her hand.
TYLER
I'm Tyler.
SOPHIE
Okay. Good to meet you Tyler.
Tyler
I don't know many of the people here.
SOPHIE
I don't know any. Well, except for you now.
TYLER
You don't go to Morrison High, are you in school.
SOPHIE
No. Not anymore. My school was little; just an old fashion country school, but I don't go anymore.
Int. Sitting at the picnic Table - night
Kyle is sitting at the picnic table alone. He is turned away for the table facing the fire and watching the party guest live it up in front of him.  Kyle watches as people walk past him drinking, kissing, and fooling around.  One guy stops next to Kyle and nearly passes out onto the table.  Leans away from him. The drunk stands up and turns to walk away, and then turns and pukes on Kyle's shoes.  Feeling better the drunk strolls off.
Kyle
(To himself)
Sure Tyler, I'd love to go to a party.  They're always so much fun.  Hot chicks and cold beer.  That's what I'm all about.
Kyle gets up and starts walking through the crowd.  He looks across the fire, through the clusters of people, and sees Tyler still sitting on the couch talking to SOPHIE.  Without a word he walks back to the picnic table and sits back down.
Int. Still on the bench - night
We move through the thinning crowd to the bench where Tyler and SOPHIE have moved even closer to each other. 
Tyler
Well...I had a girl friend once, but we were never together together.  I mean never like totally together.
SOPHIE
That was the most confusing thing I've ever heard.
TYLER
Well, what about you?
SOPHIE
I was with a girl once, but it's not really my thing.
TYLER
That's really good to know, but I just meant have you had...you know a lot of experience.
We circle around the couple until we are looking through the few remaining guest to Kyle who now has a clear view of Tyler and Sophia, and is staring at them.
Int. In front of the fire - night
Casey, a very intoxicated kid staggers up in front of the fire and stands up on a cooler.  Standing directly in front of Tyler and SOPHIE he flings his beer can over their heads.
Casey
Turn the fucking music off.  Party is over.  Everybody go the fuck home.
The camera PANS the faces of the remaining party guest all staring at Casey in surprise.
Casey
I mean it.  Go fucking home.
Casey walks off, and we move in closer on Tyler and SOPHIE.
TYLER
Guess we have to go now.
SOPHIE
Looks that way.
TYLER
Well do you think I could get your number or something.
SOPHIE
Are you going home now?
TYLER
I guess.  I mean we can't stay here.
SOPHIE
I don't want to go home yet, and I know something fun we can do.
TYLER
Okay sure.  What do want to do.
SOPHIE
You like scary stuff?
TYLER
I love horror movies.
SOPHIE
Cool.  I know where there's a haunted graveyard.  If you're brave enough we could go check it out.
TYLER
Aren't all graveyards haunted?
SOPHIE
No, but this one is.  I've been there before.
TYLER
That's awesome, but my friend Kyle is with me, and he won't want...
Tyler isn't able to finish his sentence as Kyle breaks in.
KYLE
Haunted graveyard...Fuckin' A.  I'm there.
SOPHIE jumps to her feet and takes Kyle by the hand.
SOPHIE
Great the more the merrier.
SOPHIE reaches out her hand to pull Tyler up from the bench.  Reluctantly he takes her hand.
Int/ext. In the car at the gates - Night
We are looking out through the windshield at a large stone and iron archway that reads: Riverside Cemetery.  Within the car, Tyler nervously grips the steering wheel, SOPHIE sits grinning with her bare feet on the dash, and Kyle leans over the front seat eagerly checking out the graveyard.
SOPHIE
What are you waiting for their not going to come out and greet us.
Tyler
I just thought maybe we should think about this for a minute.
SOPHIE
Getting scared?
KYLE
What a pussy.
TYLER
Fine.
Tyler starts to pull the car forward.  Suddenly, Kyle grabs his shoulder.
KYLE
Wait!
Tyler sighs in relief.
SOPHIE
Not you too.
KYLE
Fuck no.  I just want you to tell us the story first.
SOPHIE
The story?
KYLE
Yeah.  You said it was haunted.  What's the legend?  Haunted by who...what?
SOPHIE starts to chuckle and grin.
SOPHIE
The legend, huh.  Well it's like this, back in the nineteen-twenties there was this preacher, Luther Percy, that had a church around here.  It was just him and his daughter, cause his wife had died in childbirth.  
As Sophie continues to speak we intercut into a flashback of the preacher walking and playing with his young daughter.
Sophie (V.O.)
He was a righteous guy, and his daughter was his whole world.  Everything in their life was great, until the girl was sixteen. 
We see the farmer walking out toward his barn. He is walking cautiously. There are strange sound coming from within the barn. The preacher passes by the door of the barn, and looks in through a window.  Within he see his daughter and a young man half dressed and rolling in the hay.  (We do not see his daughter's face at anytime.)
SOPHIE (V.O.)
That was when the preacher came home one night and found some young stud hammering home to his precious little baby. 
Present: The three teens sitting in the car.
KYLE
That's fucked.
TYLER
Guess he was pissed.
SOPHIE
No. He wasn't pissed.  He was completely fucking freaked. 
Back in the flashback sequence, we see the preacher pick up a double-headed axe that is leaning against the side of the barn.  He walks toward the barn doors.  We see the pair inside still wrapped around each other in lust.
Sophie (V.O.)
He let them just keep on pounding, and he went out to the barn and got a big rusty double-headed axe.
Present: Kyle reacts to the story.
KYLE
No fucking way.
SOPHIE
That's right.  He kicked in the front door...
Back in the flashback we see the barn door fly open, and the long shadow of the preacher falls on the lovers.  We see the boy on his knees begging as the preacher stands before him with the axe.  Watching the shadows on the walls we see the axe fall.  Then we see the girl hiding her face as the boys blood sprays over her.

SophiE (V.O.)
...pulled that boy off of his daughter, and hacked him to pieces.
We return to Sophie as she finishes the story.
SopHIE (CONT'D)
Then he took the parts out into the woods and buried them.
KYLE
Sweet.  No way that's true.
SOPHIE
I guarantee it is.
TYLER
No. It's got to just be a story...you know an urban legend.
SOPHIE
It's true, but that's not even the fucked up part.  After he chopped that boy up the preacher and his daughter were so excited that they couldn't stand it.
TYLER
Don't tell me they did it.
SOPHIE gives Tyler a shove.
SOPHIE
No, you sicko. They were obsessed with the thrill of blood and killing.  So, the daughter started luring other boys out to their farmhouse, and just when they'd get all hot and wet daddy would step in with his axe.  They'd make the terrified pricks prey for mercy, but the old man always brought the axe down on them anyway.
TYLER
That's completely messed up.
KYLE
How many guys did they hack up.
SOPHIE
Twelve.  Then one got a way.  He made it back to town, and the parents of the missing boys came out and got the preacher and his daughter. The town's people brought them right here to this cemetery; 

We flash to the preacher and his daughter as they hang from trees just feet away from each other.  The preacher reaches out his hand toward his daughter as the life leaves their bodies.
Sophia (V.O.)
...hung them from a tree in the middle of the graveyard, and then buried them next to each other. 
We return to the present.
From Tyler's POV we look out through the windshield again at the looming cemetery.  Within the car, Tyler turns and  nervously looks at Kyle perched over the front seat.
KYLE
Well.  What are we waiting for.  Let's go check out the dead people.
Tyler looks to SOPHIE.  She smiles at him, and runs her hands subtly down in between her legs.
SOPHIE
Come on Tyler.  Who knows what might happen in there.
Tyler
Okay.
He drives the car forward through the archway of the cemetery. 
Ext. In the graveyard - night
The car is stopped on the thin gravel road winding through the cemetery.  Tyler, carrying a flashlight, closes his door and walks to the front of the car.  SOPHIE and Kyle are already waiting there.
Kyle
Hurry up.  Will you stop being such a pussy.
Tyler clicks on the flashlight and shines it into Kyle's face.
Tyler
Hey dickhead.  I thought we might want this.
SOPHIE
Come on it's just over there in the old section.
SOPHIE starts off through the cemetery not waiting for Tyler to catch up with the flashlight.  Kyle follows her as she weaves between the headstones. Tyler jogs up to catch them.
TYLER
Be careful before you trip on a grave and crack your skull.
KYLE
If you're so worried about us then get up here with the fucking flashlight.
Tyler runs up in between SOPHIE and Kyle as they continue their stride through the graves.
Ext. At the percy's grave - night
The trio break over a small hill and down a slope.  Suddenly, before a large headstone SOPHIE stops dead in her tracks.  The boys freeze beside her.
SOPHIE
Here.
Tyler shines the flashlight on the headstone before them.  In the beam of the flashlight we can read the engraving:  The Family of Reverend Luther Percy.  We see it only for a moment, and then the flashlight flickers and fades out.
Tyler
Shit.
Kyle
Is that really their...
SOPHIE
Home sweet home?  Sure is.  The way the story goes the head stone was already here from when his wife had died, and after they had killed the reverend and his daughter they just wrapped them in burlap opened the hole back up and dropped them in.
Tyler
Okay. That's cool, but the flashlight is dead, and if there's nothing else we need to know about these freaks I think we should get back to the car.
Kyle
Look it's a full moon. We can see just fine without the flash light.  You're just trying to puss out again.
TYLER
Why you gotta be such a dick?
KYLE
She said there were ghost. 
Kyle turns to SOPHIE.
Kyle (CONT'D)
You did say there were ghost right?
SOPHIE
Absolutely.
KYLE
So what do we do to see the ghost?
SOPHIE walks over to Tyler and runs her hand down his cheek.
SOPHIE
Whether we see the ghost tonight all depends on Tyler.
TYLER
Depends on me...how?
KYLE
Yeah. What the fuck can he do?
TYLER
What the fuck can I do?
SOPHIE smiles at Tyler slyly.
SOPHIE
Me.
TYLER
What?
SOPHIE
There's only one way to make the old reverend hop up out of his hole and come walking around.
SOPHIE moves in against Tyler and places her hand onto his groin.
SOPHIE
When he smells the juice of young lovers he's got to come.  Come back from hell and end it.  Just like he always did.
KYLE
You mean you have to....right here on the gave.
SOPHIE
If you want to see the ghost, it's the only way.  What do you think Tyler?  Are you up to it.
SOPHIE grabs him and pulls him in for a deep kiss.
KYLE
Fuck him. I'm up to it.  
Still kissing Tyler, SOPHIE slides her jacket off.  Her already hard body is even more tense in the cool breeze, and her thin string tee cannot hide her yearning attributes.
KYLE (CONT'D)
Holy God.  I'm up to it.
SOPHIE breaks from the kiss, releases a long sigh, and then looks deeply into Tyler's eyes.
SOPHIE
Well, are we going to do this or not?
Tyler looks to Kyle for his reaction, and then turns back to SOPHIE.  Without a word he presses his lips to hers again.  She immediately reaches down and pops the button of his jeans open.  Then she reaches up and tears his shirt open.  She kisses down his chest and then drops down to her knees before him.
We watch Kyle's pleased reaction to the show he is watching, but then his express shifts to surprise and disgust.
KYLE
Oh fuck, you're not going to take that thing out.  Shit.  I'll be at the car.  Call me if something freaky happens.
Kyle turns and starts walking away.  We watch the progression of the action for a moment, and then return to Kyle.  Kyle stops and turns back around covering his eyes.  
KYLE
uhh...when I said freaky I meant ghost and shit.  Not any kind of ass play or shit like that.  Just thought I'd clarify.
Kyle turns back around and walks off.
We return to SOPHIE and Tyler as they fall to the ground and continue to grope each other.
Ext. Walking through the graves - night
Kyle walks back through the graveyard. We DOLLY with him for a few steps as he curses under his breath.
KYLE
How the hell does that work anyway.  You're a total and complete loser, and you walk in this party one night, and the hottest girl on Earth throws herself at you.   Oh, and if that's not enough she's a fucking nympho.
We switch to Kyle's POV as he scans the cemetery as he walks.  We see the cold headstone reflecting the moonlight, and as we PAN we catch a glimpse of something else in the distance.  
Walking down the road toward us is a tall dark figure carrying a double-headed axe.
We quickly PAN right past it, and back to the garden of stones.
Again, we DOLLY with Kyle as he continues a couple of steps as his brain pieces together what his eyes have just spotted.  He freezes in his tracks, and jerks around looking down the road where he caught a glimpse of the figure.  We look from his POV.  There is nothing.
Kyle sighs.  He leans against a tree.
KYLE
Shit.  I've heard of this.  Some asshole at that party dropped acid in my beer.  Yeah...gotta be.
He sighs again.  Adjusts himself and starts to step away from the tree.
We jump back to his POV as he catches a flash of blackness rushing up beside.  In a chaotic blur we see the preacher, he is tall and lanky, and dressed all in black except for his white shirt.  His face is covered by a wild grey and white beard, and his skin is rotting and cracked.  His axe is already swinging for our neck.
We jump to a OTS shot from behind the preacher just in time to see his axe bite into the tree.  We see Kyle's head jolted off and his limp body fall to the ground.
Ext. Back at the reverend's grave - night
The camera TILTS up from Kyle's headless body, and begins DOLLYING through the cemetery toward the Reverend's grave.  We break down over the slope and see the two lovers laying in the moonlight on top of the grave.  
We stop and watch at a distance.
CUT TO: A two shot of SOPHIE riding on top of Tyler.  They are both heaving in ecstasy.  Then Tyler stops moving.  For a moment SOPHIE continues to rock back and forth, and then she stops and looks down at him.
SOPHIE
What?
TYLER
I think I'm done.
SOPHIE
You gotta fucking be kidding me.
TYLER
Uhh...no.
CUT TO: The Reverend's POV as he watches SOPHIE continue to mouth Tyler about his performance.  We begin moving forward toward them.
CUT TO:  A close up of SOPHIE as she stands up. 
SOPHIE
Great.  Two whole minutes.  I should have picked your friend.
She turns to walk away.
TYLER
It was the graveyard it freaked me out.
From Tyler's POV we see SOPHIE standing with her back to us.  She is not moving.
The CAMERA DOLLY's around from behind her in an arching semi circle until we are in an OTS shot from behind the Reverend as he stands before SOPHIE; bloody axe in hand.  We see SOPHIE staring, frozen, and beyond her we see Tyler pulling his shirt on.
From an OTS over Tyler's shoulder we see SOPHIE leap over him and dash off in terror.  He turns his head to see where she is running.
TYLER
Come on.  It wasn't that bad.
As Tyler stands up to follow her he finds himself face to face with the Reverend. 
The Reverend smiles at him.
Reverend
Pray for your soul boy.

Tyler turns and bolts into the woods as SOPHIE has already done.
The Reverend just stands and watches.
Ext. In the woods - night
We alternate between watching Tyler dart between the trees, and the POV of the Reverend stalking behind him.  Tyler falls, and as he gets back to his feet we shift to his POV.  Up ahead we see SOPHIE duck behind a tree.  We see Tyler jump back to his feet and run for the tree.  
The Reverend is getting closer.
In Tyler's POV we near the tree, we can hear SOPHIE crying, and see her feet sticking out around the base of the tree. 
Tyler looks back over his shoulder.  We see the branches part and the Reverend step into view only a few steps away.
Tyler is at the tree.  He sees SOPHIE sitting there crying...No, she is laughing.  Tyler looks up from her, but it is to late the axe is already on it's way down.
Tyler is crushed to the ground as the axe breaks into his sternum.  Blood flows from his mouth as he looks up at his fate.
From Tyler's blurred POV we see the Reverend, and SOPHIE standing beside him laughing hysterically.  
We return to the flashback in the barn.  The preacher stands holding the bloody axe, and looks to his daughter.  Covered with blood she moves her hands, and we see her face.  It is Sophie.  For a moment she looks shocked, and then she looks at the blood covering her and smiles at her father.
Present: Again in Tyler's dying vision we see Sophia standing with her father, the preacher.
SOPHIE
Told you it was a true story.
The axe falls.
FadE TO BLACK.

THE END













